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INTRODUCTION

This is an unusual business book.

Unusual because unlike many business books, we have set out to pro-

vide you with a set of prescriptive techniques and tactics you can leverage 

with your own startup—or with your portfolio companies if you are a venture 

investor. We are venture capitalists and entrepreneurs, not academics; our 

orientation is toward real-life business success, not interesting theories. We 

will always choose messy successes over elegant failures.

This book contains valuable lessons that my Wildcat partners and I have 

learned in our careers, combined with tried, tested, and proven techniques 

used by teams to successfully traverse one of the most challenging phases in 

a startup’s life cycle: we call it the “Traction Gap.” As you will see, this journey 

is almost never smooth. That’s why this is a guide, not a bible. Every entrepre-

neur’s experience will be different.

Why should you value the advice in this book? Well, I, along with the mem-

bers of the Wildcat Venture Partners team who have contributed to its con-

tents, have been involved with successful Silicon Valley companies and the 

technology industry in some manner for at least twenty years.
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I have held operating roles in several Silicon Valley technology companies 

that were small startups at the time I joined them. At Oracle, I began as a mid-

level manager when it was a private company of 100+ employees located on 

Sand Hill Road in Menlo Park. At 27, I was given the opportunity to build a di-

vision, and in less than four years we grew from a “startup” inside Oracle to a 

major contributor to Oracle’s top line. After Oracle, I joined Apple and ran its 

Unix and object technology divisions. In 1996, I joined Siebel Systems as a 

member of its senior executive team just after it completed a $2M year; five 

years later, we generated $1.7B in revenue. All three companies are among the 

most transformational technology companies in Silicon Valley history.

After we sold Siebel to Oracle in 2006, I elected to try my hand at investing 

in startups as a member of a venture firm. One of my first investments was in 

Marketo, when it was essentially just an idea with three talented people. This 

small team was led by Phil Fernandez, who went on to transform the market-

ing function as we know it. With C3, I was invited by Tom Siebel to partici-

pate in helping the company form its original business plan and then 

subsequently invest in it; and when Doximity’s founder, Jeff Tangney, sat in 

the offices of my former venture firm as an Executive in Residence, I had the 

privilege of watching him work his way through the process of selecting one 

among three ideas he was contemplating and go on to create a market-leading 

application for physicians and the healthcare industry.

My Wildcat partners have each had similar experiences, helping to either 

build or advise startups to go on to become successful market-leading com-

panies.

As such, we have had a front-row seat where we have learned what is re-

quired to take an idea from startup to category leader. These invaluable expe-

riences, working with incredible people, serve as the foundation for the 

principles developed and documented as part of the Traction Gap Framework.

What compelled me—and my Wildcat partners to encourage me—to write 

this book? It was a troubling statistic. More than 80 percent of all startups fail, 
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according to Dow Jones VentureSource, Correlation Ventures, CB Insights, 

and other sources. And the percentage may be even greater than that.

I am talking about thousands of failed companies every year. Many entre-

preneurs believed they had valuable, important new products . . . and yet they 

failed, in spite of their belief and their best all-out efforts.

These companies either failed outright or failed to return at least the cap-

ital invested. This is a tremendous waste: lost capital, lost jobs, and lost 

dreams. Some of the smartest people in our economy invest significant 

amounts of time, effort, and capital that ultimately produce no tangible result. 

And here’s the worst of it.

Most startups can engineer a product; but, sadly, the vast majority stumble 

when it comes to engineering a market for that product. Just as important as the 

product itself is accurately assessing and validating market need for that prod-

uct, then defining or redefining that market, so that their beautifully engineered 

product has a chance to succeed. To do any less is a colossal wasted effort.

As early-stage investors, we wanted to expose the reasons behind that 80 

percent failure rate, especially when venture firms widely proclaim their abil-

ity to “add value” as a core competency.

What we have discovered—what I will discuss in depth in the pages that 

follow—is that every startup must pass through three distinct phases:

 1. Go-to-Product,

 2. Go-to-Market, and

 3. Go-to-Scale.

For negotiating the go-to-product phase, founders have a tremendous 

amount of information and support for their startup. Incubators, accelerators, 

angel investors—all are ready and eager to help. For example, Steve Blank’s 

excellent book, The Startup Owner’s Manual, is a phenomenal reference for 

any startup team seeking to navigate the go-to-product phase.

That said, I have elected to devote a significant portion of this book—the 

first four chapters—to exploring some critical issues in the go-to-product pe-

riod. The issues I discuss have not been dealt with as readily, yet are mission- 
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critical; and if you do not address these issues satisfactorily, they will at a 

minimum compromise your success or, worse, lead to an early shutdown.

I will introduce you to terms, concepts, and strategies that will enable you 

to navigate and exit the go-to-product phase, prepared to take on and success-

fully traverse the Traction Gap, the meat of this book, what I later term “Slide 

29.” You’ll read a lot about Slide 29 in Chapter 1 and throughout this book.

For those relatively few startups that actually make it to the third—go-to-

scale—phase, a significant amount of information and support exists for them 

as well. Consultants and books abound with information that can help found-

ers “cross that chasm” (to paraphrase Geoffrey Moore’s title of his best-selling 

book) and begin to scale. We are privileged to have Geoff, the master of mar-

keting challenges, as one of our partners here at Wildcat Venture Partners, 

and I know he agrees with what I am about to tell you:

While there is a substantial amount of information and support for the first 

and third phases, there is very little data or support for teams making their 

way through the second—go-to-market—phase.

Very few business metrics exist at this point in a startup’s life cycle. So spread-

sheet analysis offers little help to the management team as it attempts to de-

velop a category, define it, and create sophisticated demand-generation and 

revenue-conversion programs.

This lack of internal and external support could not come at a worse time. 

Startups in the go-to-market stage face tremendous financial risk. They have 

a limited amount of time to figure things out and get them right. In many 

ways, they are never more vulnerable.

It is this dangerous and tumultuous period that we have labeled the “Trac-

tion Gap” and presented as the main topic of this book. Fail to generate suffi-

cient traction during this phase, and your startup will never get the opportunity 

to cross the chasm to its next era of growth. More likely instead, it will come 

to a sad and dismal end. However optimistic your beginnings, you will end up 

on the scrap heap of the 80+ percent.
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I wrote this book, with my Wildcat partners’ significant input and support, 

to help you keep that from happening.

Soon after documenting and formalizing the Traction Gap Framework and 

determining a set of best practices, the Wildcat team shared the findings with 

portfolio companies and startups to get their feedback.

The response was overwhelmingly positive. Many entrepreneurs asked us 

if we would write a book about the Traction Gap—and how to successfully 

traverse it. I volunteered to take on the challenge. After considerable effort, 

significant and wonderful contributions from my Wildcat partners and oth-

ers, and a lot of field testing, here it is.

Our approach is not just to characterize the Traction Gap, but to show how 

understanding it will profoundly impact your product introductions as well 

as your product creation, marketing, sales, and support—and your financing.

In fact, if there’s one important discovery we’ve made in our research into 

the Traction Gap, it is that most entrepreneurs don’t really understand that 

they need to engineer two products: one that they sell to businesses or con-

sumers, and the other a financial product—their company—that they must 

sell to investors. In Chapter 2, “Applying the Traction Gap Framework,” I talk 

about developing a capitalization strategy. To secure capital, you typically 

must recruit outside investors. You must be able to persuade those investors 

to commit to your idea and startup; you aren’t selling investors a consumer or 

business product or service, you are selling them a financial product. Conse-

quently, your approach and content with investors must be different.

One of the common mistakes I have seen inexperienced entrepreneurs 

make is to simply take the product deck they might use with a potential cus-

tomer, add a financials and a team slide, and use that to try to raise capital.

The lack of understanding how to market and sell to investors, coupled 

with how much and when to capitalize a startup, are key contributing factors 

to the failure of many startups.

I will explain all this in detail in the pages that follow. I know I speak for 
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my partners when I say that if we can save one promising startup—or get one 

of our professional venture peers to reconsider their investment evaluation 

model—we will consider this book a success.

Every venture firm, entrepreneur, angel investor, and limited partner tends 

to refer to a startup based upon its latest financing round—Series Seed, A, B, 

C, . . . and so on—and we are forced to use those terms as well because they 

are the accepted industry vernacular. But financing rounds are actually a ter-

rible proxy for a startup’s maturity. In fact, they provide little insight into the 

true progress of these formative companies. I hope to convince you that by 

using Traction Gap Framework’s terminology, labels, and metrics, we will all 

have far better clarity into a startup’s actual maturity.

The following is a representative sample of startups that the members of 

the Wildcat team have invested in and the name of the financing round when 

one of us first invested.

Traction Gap Framework  
with Company Financing Rounds

FIGURE 1

Notice that there is little correlation between the name of the round and 

the maturity of the startup. My Wildcat partner, Bill Ericson, and I invested 

in a database company that didn’t reach MVP until after its fourth round of 

financing. Why? Because it takes a lot of capital to produce a commercial 

database. We are experienced investors in this area—databases and infrastruc-
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ture—and the fact that it took this much capital to reach MVP did not come 

as a surprise to us. In fact, we allocated significant follow-on capital from our 

initial investment to support the company for this very reason. A mobile con-

sumer app might take only one or two rounds of capital before it’s off to the 

races and scaling.

The simple truth is that financing rounds don’t tell anyone much of any-

thing other than that the startup successfully raised capital, which is most 

assuredly not a barometer of future success.

When venture firms provide an annual accounting and assessment of 

their early-stage portfolio to their limited partners (LPs—the investors in 

venture capital firms), we believe that adopting and using Traction Gap 

value inflection points, metrics, and nomenclature is a far better way to 

convey the true progress of those startups, rather than referring to their 

funding rounds. At Wildcat, we use the Traction Gap Framework vernacular 

with all portfolio company interactions, when we make investment and re-

investment decisions, and when we report the progress of our portfolio 

startups to our LPs.

If we can provoke a widespread revamping of the entrepreneurial startup 

investment model, we believe we can have a measurable, positive impact on 

the world economy.

We will admit up front to a narrative bias toward entrepreneurial startups 

over large, mature companies, and high technology—specifically software—

over other industries. The reason for the first is that while the Traction Gap 

can appear in any company at any time in its history, it is most pronounced 

in—and is the greatest threat to—small, new startups, where failure to navi-

gate that gap can represent an existential threat.

This book is also primarily focused on B2B software startups using a sub-

scription model: well, that’s the business we are in at Wildcat. However, we 

believe that the issues associated with the Traction Gap are a universal phe-

nomenon—and that while my examples largely come from Silicon Valley 
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B2B—and some B2C—software companies, many of these concepts can be 

applied anywhere and everywhere.

One final note here: you will see that I mention and feature many compa-

nies throughout this book. Specifically, I spend some time on GreenFig and 

Obo. These are two companies that I personally founded; I’m not just an in-

vestor. I share information about them with you as a kindred-spirit entrepre-

neur, not with the intention of promoting them over other products and 

services.

I also discuss other companies and products by name. I did this because 

these are companies with which I have some familiarity. Neither I nor Wildcat 

has received any compensation to mention them in this book. And, in almost 

all cases, they participate in markets with many competitors. If and when you 

consider using a particular product for a specific purpose that I may highlight 

in this book, I encourage you to actively engage and review alternative offer-

ings and not just the companies and products I happen to call out.

I hope you enjoy this book and the business anecdotes from successful 

entrepreneurs very much like you, who were faced with similar issues. More 

importantly, I hope the book serves as an important reference manual for 

your own journey across the Traction Gap—or, alternatively, if you are a ven-

ture investor, for how you and your firm make investment and reinvestment 

decisions. When your startup or your portfolio companies survive and suc-

cessfully reach the other side, please drop us a note and tell us your own up-

lifting story.

Bruce Cleveland & the Wildcat Venture Partners Team

San Mateo, California
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